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Patrick Pearse was just a romantic poet seeking im-
mortality in some macabre blood sacriĠce and that James 
Connolly was a æbloodthirsty Marxist,ç hell-bent on caus-
ing death and destruction for no good reason except for 
his own blind ideology.
    Despite the continuing attack from the establishment 
media, all progressive opinion should celebrate the 1916 
Rising and honour the leaders and volunteers of the Irish 
Citizen Army and the Irish Volunteers. In particular, 
those who believe in socialism and republicanism should 
honour James Connolly, the outstanding leader of the 
revolutionary forces. As Pearse stated, åif I were to 
mention the names of individuals, my list would be a 
long one. I will mention only that of Commandant-
General James Connolly, Commanding the Dublin 
Division. He lies wounded, but is still the guiding brain 
of our resistance.æ
    Connolly was a working-class leader who has left the 
Irish and international working-class movement a legacy 
yet to be fully realised. He was what Gramsci would later 
call an organic intellectual. Born to Irish parents living 
in Edinburgh in poverty and squalor, he suģered the dis-
crimination that many Irish emigrants suģered in that 
city. Self-educated, he became a full-time political and 
trade union organiser, newspaper editor, poet, playwright, 
historian, and pamphleteer, as well as a loving and caring 
husband and father.
    Connollyés participation in the rising was shaped and 
determined by a number of factors: the outbreak of the 
world war, the opportunity to strike a blow at British 
imperialism at its weakest point, and the knowledge that 
the slaughter in Europe was causing the death of millions 
of workers. As Connolly himself put it, åif these men 

Ripples of freedom
Commemorating the 1916 Rising

The fact is that the so-called European civilisationåæWesternç civilisationåas it has 
been shaped by two centuries of bourgeois rule, is incapable of solving the two major prob-
lems to which its existence has given rise: the problem of the proletariat and the colonial 
problem; that Europe is unable to justify itself either before the bar of æreasonç or before 
the bar of æconscienceç; and that, increasingly, it takes refuge in a hypocrisy that is all the 
more odious because it is less and less likely to deceive.åAim® C®saire, Discourse on 
Colonialism (1955).
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THERE are turning-points in a nationès history that leave an indelible mark on the course of that nation and of its people. One such event was the 1916 Rising and the impact it had on 
twentieth-century Ireland. It shaped for generations how the Irish people saw themselves.

1916
    Those events ninety years ago also had a signiĠcant 
impact on other oppressed and colonised peoples within 
the British Empire, an empire on which æthe sun never 
set and the blood never dried.ç The ripples of freedom 
coming from Dublin lapped on the shores of the oppressed 
across the globe.
    The 1916 Rising continues to cause controversy to this 
day among academics, politicians, journalists, and others, 
all attempting to shape and interpret those events to suit 
their present agenda. These views range from those of 
unionists, who see it as a æstab in the backç of the empire 
and of those who were dying for æfreedomç in the blood-
soaked Ġelds of Flanders, to the neo-unionists in the 
Republic, who argue that the revolutionaries had no 
ædemocratic mandateç from the Irish people and that 
Britain would have honoured its commitment to granting 
æhome ruleç if only Ireland supplied enough sacriĠcial 
lambs to the imperial slaughter of the First World Inter-
imperial War.
    This apologetic nonsense and forelock-tugging has 
reached ridiculous levels, to a point where the Irish 
Labour Party has demanded, successfully, that during 
the oĤcial government commemoration on Easter Sun-
day, when the Irish Army will march past the GPO (head-
quarters of the revolutionary forces and from which the 
Proclamation of the Irish Republic was read), a minuteés 
silence will be observed to commemorate all those killed 
during Easter Weekåincluding members of the British 
Army, Dublin Metropolitan Police, and Royal Irish 
Constabulary. We must now pay equal respect to the 
oppressed and the oppressors!
    Some commentators have even likened the leaders of 
the rising to todayés suicide bombers, claiming that 



must die, would it not be better to die in their own 
country Ġghting for freedom for their class, and for the 
abolition of war, than go forth to strange countries and 
die slaughtering and slaughtered by their brothers that 
tyrants and proĠteers might live?æ
    Many today lay claim to the mantle of James Connolly. 
The Irish Labour Party claim him as one of their 
founders, though he was never a member; Sinn F®in also 
lay claim, yet he was never a member of that movement 
either. The Irish trade union movement have Connollyés 
image emblazoned on their banners yet in the main have 
shied away from taking up his 
political legacy.
     What James Connolly stood for 
was the conviction that the 
working class must take a leading 
role in the struggle for national 
freedom and independence; that 
the social and economic goals of 
the working class must be what 
guide the nationåthat it as a class 
must constitute the nation. 
Connolly pointed out that the 
ruling class, the class of big 
business, would always place their 
class interests above the nation, 
that the interests of the majority 
would always be sacriĠced in the 
interests of the minority.
    Connolly brought the republi-
can concept of national liberation 
into the era of imperialism and 
argued that we cannot separate 
the attainment of national free-
dom from social emancipation, 
that they are both part of the same 
process. As he put it himself, åonly 
the Irish working class remain the incorruptible inheri-
tors of the Ġght for Irish freedom.æ He argued that we 
could not build socialism or a socially just society while 
Ireland was still part of the British Empire, and that Irish 
freedom was a prerequisite, the only basis on which the 
struggle for socialism could be built. He did not see nor 
did he erect some æChinese wallç between these two goals: 
they were part of a seamless process. He recognised that 
one was dependent upon the other in a dialectical way.
    To truly achieve national freedom we need to liberate 
the nationés most oppressed class, because they as a class 
have nothing to lose, and it is only they who could 
guarantee the success and the sustaining of national 
independence. Connollyés involvement in the rising was 
not a æmistake,ç as some on the left would argue.
    As Lenin put it, the Irish may have risen too soon. He 
was of course speaking with the beneĠt of hindsight; yet 
Lenin went on to criticise those who viewed the rising as 
a æputsch.ç He clearly understood, as did Connolly, that 
we will never have a æpureç revolution. åWhoever calls 
such a rebellion a çputschè is either a hardened reaction-
ary or a doctrinaire hopelessly incapable of envisaging a 
social revolution as a living phenomenon . . . To imagine 
that a social revolution is conceivable without revolts by 
small nations in the colonies and in Europe, without out-
bursts by a section of the petty bourgeoisie with all its 
prejudices, without a movement of the politically non-
conscious proletarian and semi-proletarian masses . . . 
to imagine this is to repudiate social revolution. So one 
army lines up in one place and says, çWe are for social-
ism,è and another somewhere else and says, çWe are for 

imperialism,è and that will be a social revolution! Only 
those who hold such a ridiculously pedantic view could 
vilify the Irish rebellion by calling it a çputschè.æ
    Revolutions are part of a social process: alliances form, 
merge and separate at diģerent points in the struggle. 
The task is to Ġnd forms of struggle that both attack and 
undermine British imperialismés continued inĢuence and 
control in the North of Ireland and to link this struggle to 
weakening the grip now exercised by the European Union 
over the whole of Ireland. As Connolly attempted in his 
day, we need to build the necessary alliance, with the 

working class at its heart, that will 
break the grip of imperialism. 
Finding this unity is proving as 
elusive as it was in Connollyés 
time, yet we must continue to try.
    Connolly knew when he entered 
the GPO in 1916 that many of his 
allies would not understand him, 
and equally that some who 
marched in with him would not 
travel all the way with him to his 
goal for the Irish working classåa 
socialist republic. Though many 
to this day pay lip service to his 
ideas, he was proved right when he 
stated that some would not under-
stand his actions.
    The defeat of the rising, and the 
execution of the leaders, particu-
larly of Connolly, left the leader-
ship of the movement for Irish 
freedom in the hands of the petit-
bourgeoisie, with the ascendancy 
of the middle class and large 
farmers; and we have lived since 
with the consequences of that 

defeat. The middle class in the Republic have overseen 
the mass emigration of nearly a million of our people 
since 1922, mainly from small-farming families and 
working-class communities, from cities, rural towns, and 
villages.
    Our people have experienced the æcarnival of reactionç 
that Connolly so accurately predicted; but it was not con-
Ġned to the North of Ireland and was inĢicted upon all 
the Irish people, north and south.
    Ninety years later, new challenges face us as well as old 
unresolved ones. British imperialism and its allies con-
tinue to impede progress. Now we are faced with yet 
another layer of control in the form of the European 
Union.
    With an Irish ruling elite now completely wedded to 
and integrated in the global imperialist network, we 
are a long way from the goal set for our nation in the 
1916 Proclamation: åWe declare the right of the people 
of Ireland to the ownership of Ireland, and to the 
unfettered control of Irish destinies, to be sovereign 
and indefeasible.æ
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THE talks on a new åsocial partnershipæ deal appear 
to be making slow progress. 
The ICTU has been holding 
to its position that it will not 
discuss pay or other items 
until agreement is secured 
on the enforcement of exist-
ing employment laws and on 
possible new legal guarantees 
for the tens of thousands of 
migrant workers now work-
ing in Ireland.

    Given the slow progress of the talks, ités clear that 
employers are playing tough and are resisting any new 
labour legislation. But they are not completely united in 
their approach. The unions in the construction and electri-
cal contracting industries are seeking legislative change 
to give statutory powers to the joint union-employer 
organisations EPACE (Monitoring Agency for Electrical 
Pensions and Conditions) and CIMA (Construction 
Industry Monitoring Agency) in enforcing the agree-
ments covering these industries, which are registered 
employment agreements and are therefore legally 
binding.
    Despite the fact that the electrical contracting 
employers support this change, their masters in the Con-
struction Industry Federation are not and are putting 
pressure on the electrical contractors to toe the line.
    This would suggest that the bigger employers are not 
interested in any new laws, nor in the vigorous enforce-
ment of existing legal obligations. They see an opportunity 
for increased proĠts and are not concerned with the 
enforcement of current labour regulations. The approach 
of the CIF is indicative of how big business views æpartner-
ship.ç They are not interested in giving workers any say 
or involvement in the industries.
    The legislative changes sought by the unions would 
give statutory rights to the monitoring agencies to visit 
construction sites and demand access and information 
from employers, instead of the present situation, which 
allows employers to deny inspectors access as a right.
    Other legislative changes sought are in relation to the 
burden of proof. At present the onus is on the unions to 
prove non-compliance. They wish to reverse this situation 
by way of legislative change, to place the onus on 
employers to prove that they are compliantåa reasonable 
demand, being opposed by the employers. Clearly this is 
not the type of æpartnershipç that has been sold to 
workers for decades within the trade union movement.
    The exposure of the conditions of the Gama workers 
and the Serbian sub-contractors working on the Laing-
OéRourke site in the midlands and the recent exposures 
by the TEEU about Polish workers employed by a sub-
contractor working on the ESB power station at Money-
point, Co. Clare, and by SIPTU about Hungarian workers 
on the huge Spencer Dock site in Dublin point to wide-
spread abuse and exploitation in the construction 
industry.

    Workers are being forced to work more than the legally 
enforceable maximum of 48 hours per week, for hourly 
rates of between ğ5 and ğ7. This is below the national 
minimum wage of ğ7.56 and far below the industry rate 
of between ğ17 and ğ20 per hour. These gross abuses of 
immigrant workers were exposed by the trade union 
movement, not by the governmentés labour inspectors. 
This is adequate proof, if proof were needed, that the 
Labour Inspectorate needs to be expanded signiĠcantly 
to take account of the dramatic increase in employment 
in the construction industry.
    If the Labour Inspectorate cannot enforce the law, or 
hasnét got the numbers and resources to fulĠl its statutory 
functions in an area covered by registered employment 
agreements, it is reasonable to assume that the situation 
in areas of the economy that are not covered by legally 
binding agreements is worse.
    It has further come to light that Latvian and Lithuanian 
workers employed picking mushrooms in Cos. Cavan and 
Monaghan are receiving ğ2.50 per hour! Agricultural 
workers are poorly organised and as a result are very 
vulnerable to abuse and exploitation.
    The trade union movement must get serious about 
organisation and recruitment and conduct a concerted 
campaign throughout the county to get workers to join 
unions and to demand, with the support of their unions, 
the proper rate for the job.
    The continuing attempt by employersé organisations to 
uncouple the current talks about the enforcement of 
employment legislation from the question of pay is an 
attempt at dividing the trade union movement between 
public and private-sector unions. There are many within 
the public-sector unions who have still not grasped the 
fact that the undermining of wages and working con-
ditions is not conĠned to the private sector but will aģect 
all workers, regardless of who employs them.
    There is a basic lesson to be learnt by those active in 
unions who have swallowed all the sociology jargon from 
the various courses sponsored by industrial relations 
gurus in universities and colleges. Employers donét see 
workers as their equals, nor will they give them any 
meaningful inĢuence at the decision-making level. No 
quantity of papers and seminars will change this fact. 
æSocial partnershipç is about emasculating and neutral-
ising trade unionism and hindering workers in developing 
a diģerent set of economic and social goals for society.

Employers not interested
in enforcement of laws
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    Mindful of the fact that Mandate represents the 
vast majority of the countryés lowest-paid trade union 
members, and that previous partnership deals have 
been consistently voted down by its membership, the 
union has decided to opt out of this round of partnership 
talks. In doing so it has not abrogated its responsibility 
to its members by adopting a stance of idle observation, 
so allowing employers a free rein regarding how they 
will respond, but rather is determined to resurrect its 
membersé local collective bargaining strength in pursuit 
of pay increases above those that arise out of the current 
partnership round.
    Some observers, including many within the trade union 
movement, are suggesting that Mandateés position is not 
only unfortunate but is mistakenly isolationist. While the 
same individuals and the organisations they represent 
might argue that successive partnership agreements have 
provided economic booms for the country and its people, 
they are choosing to ignore the fact that the beneĠts are 
sectional in nature and in practice. Mandate can point to 
a number of recent studies that clearly demonstrate not 

     S the present round of åsocial partnershipæ talks characteristically splutters its way to an
       inevitable deal, one trade unionäMandate, the union for Irelandès retail, bar and 
administrative workersähas set out its stall in respect of its views on partnership.
A

only the ever-widening gap between the lower-paid and 
higher-paid workers but furthermore the gap that now 
exists between the lower-paid and those in the middle 
pay sector.
    The economist and business journalist Colm Rapple, 
in his recent paper æBeyond the boom: Towards an 
economic policy for welfare and security,ç statesåamong 
many other invaluable pointsåthat æthe pay of top civil 
servants jumped by 74% over the ten years, while shop 
assistants only managed an increase of 32%.ç æSocial 
partnershipç negotiations have rarely moved from 
posturing to actually addressing low pay rates by ensuring 
that some of the available pot of money is so directed. 
Maintaining the percentage type of pay increases only 
beneĠts those on higher pay rates and increases existing 
pay diģerentials. The general secretary of the ICTU, 
David Begg, publicly postulated that the various æsocial 
partnershipç constituents have embraced this inequity, as 
demonstrated in the last partnership dealåæSustaining 
Progress,ç part 2åwhere the low-paid, i.e. those on less 
than ğ9 per hour, were awarded an incredible 0.5 per 
cent above the 5.5 per cent agreed national pay increase. 
This is a derisory award to those on low pay and is clearly 
irreconcilable with the much-lauded ICTU position on 
this question.
    In advance of the current negotiations, and probably 
with one eye on next yearés election, the Taoiseach, 
Bertie Ahern, and his Minister for Finance, Brian 
Cowen, acknowledged the need to consider weighting any 
nationally agreed pay increases towards the less well-oģ. 
Welcome sound-bites indeed; and that is what they are. No 
sooner had these two business-focused protagonists (one 
of whom declares himself a æsocialistç) announced their 
latest electioneering rhetoric than they qualiĠed their 
position by asserting that, despite the current economic 
boom, workers cannot expect to see any signiĠcant wage 
increases, and certainly not in the region of 10 per cent, 
as Mandate suggests, which if achieved might begin to 
bridge the pay gap.
    At a time when the countryés work force faces many 
challengesånot least to the dignity of being a worker, 
irrespective of colour or creedåthe competitive-based 
arguments of both government and business (a) will 
undermine and dilute the ICTUés attempts to achieve any 
noteworthy national increase and (b) will certainly achieve 
little or nothing in addressing the plight of the low-paid 
in terms of take-home pay. The Irish Ferries, Gama and 

  Mandate returns
to local collective bargaining  
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Outlook for the economy
A brief overview

THE central thrust of the establishmentès economic policy, in spite of the public policy speak of building a national innovation system, has been primarily towards attracting foreign 
direct investment.

other recent disputes have rightly driven the agenda at 
the latest æpartnershipç negotiations; but in the process 
the trade union movement must also recognise the roots 
and the reason for its existence. Any balance between 
labour and capital can be achieved only by ensuring 
that workers are appropriately empowered and enabled 
to confront the exploitative nature of Irelandés capitalist 
forces, with proĠt margins far outstripping wage costs, 
where employers enjoy huge state tax dividends and 
incentives, can brazenly Ģout the employment legislation 
without fear of eģective retribution, can at a whim destroy 
workersé lives and their communities by globally chasing 
the bigger proĠt, and can do so with the Governmentés 
best wishes. And thereés more! This clearly demonstrates 
the unfairness and inequities of the countryés industrial 
relations system, where employers have the unlimited 
means to up sticks and leave, and workers are expected to 
jump through legal hoops in order to engage in any form 
of oĤcial industrial action.
    The means of empowering and enabling workers is 
local collective bargaining, which also allows employers 

to locally demonstrate their inability to pay any sought-
after pay increase or work-place beneĠts and so potentially 
sustain competitiveness. Furthermore, it importantly 
allows workers to chase those employers who can aģord 
to release some of the proĠts their workers have helped 
create. This is Mandateés position, and it is adopted in the 
light of the fact that æpartnershipç has failed to deliver in 
real terms for its members.
    The Irish Bank OĤcialsé Association has also declared 
its intention of seeking a local collective bargaining clause 
in any new agreement; and while Mandate applauds its 
endeavours, it is conĠdent that the IBOA will be joining 
it on the ICTU fringes of any future agreement and, like 
Mandate, will be preparing its members for employer-
speciĠc related pay claims.
    It is diĤcult to imagine that any new æsocial partner-
shipç agreement will forgo future industrial peace and 
harmony, especially when IBEC is ready and willing to 
belittle the ICTUés assertion that job dignity and displace-
ment are manifestly real in Ireland. And they havenét
even got down to discussing pay yet! [CC]

    Over the years such a policy has worked well. From the 
mid-1990s onwards we have seen FDI inĢows to Ireland 
overtake those not only of EU countries but of much of 
the rest of the world, giving Ireland one of the most 
globalised economies in the world. Yet while FDI inĢows 
to Ireland reached a peak in 2000, since then we have yet 
to repeat the levels predominant at that time and during 
the 1990s. In part, while this in itself is nothing to be 
entirely alarmed about, given inevitable cyclical down-
turns, part of it is driven by the fact that countries like 
India and China have emerged as more attractive areas 
for transnational investment.
    If, however, the countryés competitiveness with respect 
to FDI was suddenly to deteriorate (for example in the 
event of a shift in American corporate strategy or of 
changes to the US tax code) Ireland might well be thrown 
back on the resources of indigenous industry, which 
remains structurally weak.
    Such an event is not entirely improbable. Recently the 
US Internal Revenue Service expressed concern about 
the loss of revenue to the United States from trans-
nationals channelling their proĠts through Irelandåas 
seen in the case of Round Island One, a Microsoft sub-
sidiary registered in Ireland that provides a structure 
with which Microsoft can radically reduce its corporate 
taxes in much of Europe and similarly shield billions of 
dollars from US tax.
    In response, the US tax authorities are now introducing 
a process that would tighten the loopholes on American 
transnationalsé tax avoidance practices, which in turn 
may have a negative impact on overseas investment in 
Ireland. In addition, the intentions of the EU commis-
sioner for tax and customs, L§szl· Kov§cs, to harmonise 
EU tax regulations might be a further threat to the 
present corporation tax system.
    If FDI inĢows were to deteriorate, indigenous industry 

would Ġnd it almost impossible to replace foreign industry 
åmost probably resulting not so much in a fall in real 
wages as in a return to emigration. This is because much 
indigenous industry is predominantly in sectors that are 
growing relatively slowly. Where there is evidence of 
indigenous industry increasing levels of production and 
employment shares, again it seems to be based on link-
ages with foreign-owned transnational companies based 
here. It is also highly dependent on Britainåwhich poses 
it own diĤculties, given that we can no longer respond to 
sterling Ģuctuations.
    But future economic development is not only hampered 
by its over-reliance on FDI and the structural weaknesses 
of indigenous industry: it is also under stress from gover-
nance (or the lack of it!) in areas relating to infrastructural 
development (see the article on Eircom in this issue), 
from property prices, and from the fact that much of our 
growth in recent years has been fuelled, unsustainably, 
by debt-Ġnanced demand from consumers rather than 
through continuing export buoyancy.
    One way forward that could lessen the precariousness 
of the current position would necessitate an active role for 
the state. But therein lies the crux of the matter. The tiny 
but powerful group of conservative ideologues in Ireland 
have a clear vision: a small state, little public spending, 
and low taxes.
    In opposition to this the labour movement needs to 
articulate an approach that seeks the strategic involve-
ment of the state in assisting with economic stability and 
job creation for Irish workers and maintaining the public 
sectorés role in economic life. This can in part be aided by 
state investment in building up and maintaining indigen-
ous manufacturing industry, by holding on to existing 
state companies, and by aiding the development of inno-
vative products and processes in the science and 
technology sectors. [NC]




